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THE AMSTERDAM CIVIC GUARD PIECES WITHIN AND OUTSIDE THE
NEW RIJKSMUSEUM, PART III: BARTHOLOMEUS VAN DER HELST
D. C. Meijer Jr., trans. Tom van der Molen
This third installment of D. C. Meijer Jr.’s article on Amsterdam civic guard portraits focuses on works by Bartholomeus
van der Helst (Oud Holland 4 [1886]: 225–40). Meijer’s article was originally published in five installments in the first
few issues of the journal Oud Holland. For translations (also by Tom van der Molen) of the first two installments, see JHNA
5, no. 1 (Winter 2013).10.5092/jhna.2014.6.1.4

Fig. 1 Bartholomeus van der Helst, Company of Captain Cornelis Witsen and Lieutenant Johan Oetgens van Waveren
Celebrating the Treaty of Münster (The Civic Guards Meal), 1648. Rijksmuseum Amsterdam, inv. no. SK-C-2 (on loan
from the city of Amsterdam, SA 7328).

1

W

ould the old painters have risen from their graves at the opening of the new [Rijks]
museum, none would have attended it with more mixed feelings than Bartholomeus
van der Helst.1 On the one hand, he would have been disappointed that his world-famous meal of civic guards no longer attracted attention and admiration to the degree it did in
the Trippenhuis (fig. 1).2 On the other hand, he would have rejoiced over the publication of the
real name of his good wife, Anna du Pire,3 and over the rejection of any flirtation with such a
distinguished lady as Constantia Reijnst. The catalogues of the Amsterdam Historical Exhibition
(1878)4 and the Rijksmuseum (1880)5 mention [both] his wife and the foolish misunderstanding
generated by Jan Vos’s poem on the portrait that Van der Helst painted of this lady.6 In the same
essay in which Dr. P. Scheltema7 announced this misunderstanding, he corrected another mistake
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that had originated from the name “Van der Helsten-doelen,” sometimes used for the Longbow
Civic Guard Hall. That name derived from another Van der Helst, the brother of the painter, or so
it is believed.8
2

Even more than the rediscovery of his wife’s name, the great Amsterdam portrait painter might
have rejoiced in the reappearance of the masterpiece he painted in 16399 for the civic guards of
district eight (fig. 2). This work, after having starred first in the Harquebusiers guild hall and
later in the “grote krijgsraadkamer” in the city hall on the Dam, has been hidden for years in a
cramped office in the present city hall (the room of the city secretary). That room was only rarely
opened except for art lovers intent on seeing the city’s paintings, and it was practically impossible
even to view the picture when the room was functioning as an office.

Fig. 2 Bartholomeus van der Helst, Company of Captain Roelof Bicker and Lieutenant Jan Michielsz Blaeuw, 1639. Rijksmuseum Amsterdam, inv. no.
SK-C-375 (on loan from the city of Amsterdam, SA 7327).

3

Truly the change from this cramped room to the Rembrandt hall of the new [Rijks]museum is
enormous, but not undeserved! Van der Helst poured into his painting the power of robust forms
and lush attire of the armed civilians, glowing with life. His figures are carefully treated and yet
rendered with a breadth of stroke. They reveal a striking truth and a beautiful range of color.
Remarkably, when this genius artist painted the delightful scene, he was only twenty-eight years
old!10

4

It is a cheerful, stimulating image from the most resplendent times of our peoples’ history. The
group of men depicted, full of vitality, courage, and force, freely look around, proud of their
self-acquired wealth. Rich brewers and ship owners are depicted, the industrious shipbuilders
and anchor smiths of the “Lastaadje,” the part of the city along the Oude Waal and Boomsloot,
between the Geldersche Kade and de Oude Schans, that was so prosperous in those days. It was
a good idea for the young painter to settle on the Nieuwmarkt,11 because it is here that he found
neighbors who entrusted him with the important task of immortalizing their appearances.

5

Van der Helst has, it seems, chosen the moment when a new ensign is welcomed. In the middle
stands Captain Roelof Bicker in a somewhat melancholic posture, with riding boots and the
commander’s cane in his hand. He was the cousin of the burgomasters with the same last name,
who made themselves famous in 1650,12 and the son of councilman Jacob Bicker, who was commissioner of small affairs, a position he would change for that of alderman a few years later. For
his first name he thanked his mother’s father, Burgomaster Roelof Egbertsz de Vrij. And we thank
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him for the protection he offered to Amsterdam art by commissioning this civic guard piece, and
also a couple of years later for commissioning a companion piece of himself next to the portrait
of his wife Agatha, daughter of Burgomaster Dirk de Vlaming van Outshoorn, which was painted
by Michiel Mierevelt. In the pendant portrait of Roelof Bicker, Van der Helst acquitted himself of
that task in such a way that nowadays it still reaps the admiration of any art lover.13
6

Next to Roelof is his lieutenant, dressed in black, with a heavy collar and a partisan in his hand.
The lieutenant’s aristocratic profile distinguishes him as a man of noble birth. This is Jan Michielsz
Blauw,14 baring his bald head to greet the new ensign, who is dressed from head to toe in white
moiré satin. The latter descends the stairs of a low pavement with the white flag (on which the city
coat of arms is held by lions) pressed against his shoulder. Between these two figures are a couple
of civic guardsmen, drinking and seated on barrels, with a spaniel at their feet. Another guard
leans from a window and toasts the captain with a Rhine wine glass on a fine glass holder (bekerschroef). Furthermore, to the right appear more civic guardsmen, including a beautiful figure
wearing a broad orange sash, who is also seated on a barrel, and one of the sergeants, recognizable
by his halberd, boots, and gloves. The ensign is Pieter Hulft, whose father, the rich brewer from
“De Haan,” had been lieutenant in this company for a long time. The old Hulft was also governor
of the East India Company, an honor which was later passed on to his youngest son Jan.

7

Without doubt the ensign is remembered with many a savory drink for the heroic way in which
his mother’s father, Burgomaster Pieter Dircksz Hasselaer, in his youth occupied the post at the
siege of Haarlem. Pieter Hulft died young, without having distinguished himself, but his brother
Gerard (fig. 3) showed that the blood of the Hasselaers flowed through his veins. The large and
new city hall was too small for Gerard’s courage and spirit, and sitting on pillows embroidered
with the city’s arms [the pillows of the city council’s seats] became too uncomfortable, as his
fatherly friend Joost van den Vondel expressed it. [Vondel’s] heart opened when he thought of this
young hero, who, after “having conquered the Thames with our fleet,” grabbed the sword himself
as director-general of the East India Company, to chastise the enemies of the company “on the
delightful trail of the Dutch Admirals,” until a bullet felled him during the conquest of Colombo
on Ceylon, in 1656, “in the bloom of his life.”15

Fig. 3 Govert Flinck, Portrait of Gerard Pietersz Hulft (1621–1656),
1654. Rijksmuseum Museum, inv. no. SK-A-3101.
SK-C-375 (on loan from the city of Amsterdam, SA 7327).

8

It is probably thanks to the connections of the Hulft family with the tropics that we also see a
small black fellow in the painting, laden with the cloak of one of the gentlemen. That cloak is
bright red. But Van der Helst knows how to spread the most splendid colors so suitably over his
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painting that they never clash anywhere. Above the black boy can be seen a civic guardsman with
reddish-blonde hair who fires his musket. Further to the left, [emerging] from a group of pikes, a
second sergeant comes forward in a black velvet jacket with a flat collar and a blue gold-trimmed
sash. I consider him to be Joachim Rendorp,16 whose family was related to the Bickers by the marriage of his grandfather, who came from Lüneburg, with the sister of the sixteenth-century Burgomaster Pieter Bicker, the common ancestor of this numerous and notable family. In an even closer
connection, Rendorp was allied with the Hulfts through his marriage with Brechje, the sister of
the ensign, and after the extinction of this family the “De Haan” brewery came into the possession
of the Rendorp family. Moreover, with the sweeping title of Freemen of Marquette (after a manor
in Kennemerland, decorated with that name after a Hainaut fief), he played no small part in the
history of Amsterdam during the eighteenth century.
9

A peculiar detail of this civic guard piece is the depiction of a six-year-old boy whose soft childish
face contrasts with his martial attire. He not only carries a small pike in his hand, twice as big as
himself, but also a sword on his side. Dressed in purplish gray, wearing a white sash, a plumed
hat, and little gloves, he is a complete officer of the civic guards in miniature. In whatever relation
the boy might have stood to one of the officers,17 we may assume he was the favorite of the company and possibly he has recited a little poem on the occasion of the arrival of the new ensign. It is
not plausible to think of a pro forma occupation of civic guard rank in the manner that nowadays
young princes are assigned to high ranks in the army. The same is true with other appearances of
children in the civic guard pieces.18

10

According to Mr. Scheltema the quay in front of the brewery is the stage of the scene. This is not
impossible, but there are not many other clues in the painting beyond the piles of empty barrels
and the rooster [in Dutch, Haan, referring to the name of the brewery] on the bottom of one of
the barrels. Of course, the civic guardsmen, insofar as they had no preference for Rhenish wine,
would not have drunk anything else than Rooster-beer on this occasion.

11

I have deliberately dwelled on this piece because I believe that later, when the museum will undoubtedly focus its attention less on the new building than on the paintings that hang there, this
piece will be discussed by foreign connoisseurs and placed in the ranks of the foremost masterpieces of the world and will certainly receive the honor of being reproduced. (Until now, only the
portrait of Roelof Bicker from the group portrait has been engraved, by [Jacob] Houbraken in the
last century). It [The Company of Captain Roelof Bicker and Lieutenant Jan Michielsz Blaeuw] is
less cool of tone than the Civic Guards Meal [Company of Captain Cornelis Witsen and Lieutenant
Johan Oetgens van Waveren Celebrating the Treaty of Münster, fig. 1]. Because of the size of the
piece, with its thirty-two life-size figures measuring, at a width of 7.50, only 2.30 meters in height,
naturally the demands of [compositional] concentration are of less significance, the same as in for
example, a sculpted frieze depicting a procession. Thus The Company of Captain Roelof Bicker and
Lieutenant Jan Michielsz Blaeuw escapes the reproach that has sometimes been leveled at the Civic
Guards Meal: The equal distribution of light also divides the attention of the spectator. The action
is not concentrated in one main group of civic guards.

12

It is in this, as well as in the desperately [wanhopig] finished character of the piece, to put it that
way, that one seeks an explanation for why the otherwise excellent Civic Guards Meal19 leaves
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many indifferent in the long run. This sentiment will likely not improve since the light of the [new
Rijksmuseum’s] Hall of Honor apparently is not as favorable as the Trippenhuis had been for the
painting. The Civic Guards Meal has, in the new museum, already been hauled from one compartment to the other and now, as I write this, it has ended up in the Rembrandt room. Rembrandt is
therefore now in the company of a large composition by Van der Helst on both sides. Thus, the
opportunity is again present to make the important comparison between Rembrandt and Van der
Helst: both great masters, both born Dutchmen who never studied art abroad, who worked at the
same time, in the same city, with the same subjects, now decorating the same hall.20 Yet the two
men differed enormously in their conceptions of art, its means, and goals. Here is a striking and
grand image of Dutch originality and Dutch individualism; the comparison shows those traits
from their best side!
13

The Civic Guards Meal (fig. 1) is too well known and has been described too often to make it necessary to dwell on it very long. These are the burghers of the south side of the Kalverstraat and the
canal running along it (Rokin, Nieuwe Zijds Voorburgwal and Nieuwe Zijds Achterburgwal21),
the squad of district 17, who offer each other this banquet on the occasion of the long-expected
peace and who have occasioned it to be brought onto canvas for eternal remembrance, to decorate
the same room in which it was held, the old hall of the Crossbow Civic Guard. The building has
nowadays disappeared; it was on the spot where today one finds the Roman Catholic church “Geloof, Hoop en Liefde,” on the Singel near the Heiligeweg.22 On the other side of the canal, which
one can see through the windows in the painting, several stepped gables are crowned with Agnus
Dei-statuettes. That is the brewery “het Lam,”23 with the adjoining Mennonite meeting place
named after it, nowadays the common church of Amsterdam Baptists. To the left of the windows,
one sees an arch in the painting that was probably not present in the hall but just a fantasy.

14

It is peacetime in the painting, most of the civic guards have laid down their weapons. The standard (blue with the Amsterdam virgin) is not being waved, but rather held in the arms of the
powerful old bachelor Jacob Banningh, who is calmly sitting. But the captain still wears a breastplate. However, in his role here, he is a type of regent, who is inclined to peace but ready for war
if necessary: in 1650 as an alderman Cornelis Jansz Witsen24 tried to convince the prince of the
necessity of discarding superfluous troops, and in 1655, as chairman of the Admiralty he founded
the “Zee-magazijn” [sea-warehouse]25 on Kattenburg, where the enormous stocks were accumulated to enable Dutch admirals to compete with all the nations at sea. No small cup satisfies him,
but rather the enormous silver drinking horn from the old Crossbow Civic Guard (fig. 4) guild
suffices to answer the toast from his lieutenant Johan van Waveren, like him a future burgomaster.

Fig. 4 Anonymous, Drinking Horn of the St. Sebastian or
Longbow (Handboog) Civic Guards, 1566. Amsterdam
Museum, inv. no. KA 13966.
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Furthermore there is nothing but joy and lust for life at the banquet:
The table is packed with generous, calm souls
Who, without fear or blame, celebrate peace
And attack their pastries and roast bravely,
Enjoying what brings joy and defeats thirst.26

16

The beautiful golden glass holder (bekerschroef, fig. 5) that is used by the sergeant in gray is one
of four still present at city hall.27 It is curious that the main character in the Civic Guards Meal
succeeded the main figure in the Nightwatch as colonel of the civic guards. Witsen replaced Cocq
in that position in 1650.

Fig. 5 Leendert Claes, Glass Screw, ca. 1606–9. Amsterdam
Museum, inv. no. KA 13969.

17

After the completion of the Civic Guards Meal, not many more civic guard pieces were painted.
Was it felt that nothing more could be delivered that would not be overshadowed by what already
existed? Were the rooms already full? Did the fancy for this subject peter out? One of the most
prominent reasons was fostered by the reorganization of the civic guards, which, after the attack
by Prince William II, were increased from twenty to fifty-four squads, with a completely new
distribution of districts. Also the change in customs challenged the camaraderie and coziness of
the old organization of the civic guards. In the second half of the seventeenth century, the dignity
of the patricians who led the squads of burghers apparently did not allow their depiction with
common civic guards in one painting, certainly not in a common drinking bout!

18

Nevertheless now and then this type of art was still called on to decorate civic guard halls. But
now it was used to depict “governors” [overseers]28 in regent portraits above the fireplace. That of
the Harquebusier Civic Guard had already served as forerunner (the painting by Flinck, no. 31
of the city, now in the [Rijks]museum) (fig. 6).29 And the governors of the Longbow Civic Guard
Hall had, at the time when Schaep made his repeatedly mentioned “Record and list of the public
paintings kept at the 3 civic guard halls” (Ao 1653),30 already transferred a painting that had hung
until then as a chimneypiece in the large hall to the “small room above the gate,” in order to make
room for the portrait that would show their likenesses. This commission was given to Van der
Helst. One can now see in the museum how he carried out that task -- in one of the compartments on the right hand side of the Hall of Honor (the city’s no. 41) (fig. 7)31 -- because luckily it is
still intact, for the most part. It is one of the most beautiful portraits of the Dutch School because
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Fig. 6 Govert Flinck, The Governors of the Harquebusier Civic Guards,
1642. Rijksmuseum Amsterdam, inv. no. SK-C-370 (on loan from the
city of Amsterdam, SA 7316).

Fig. 7 Bartholomeus van der Helst, The Governors of the Longbow (Handboog)
Civic Guards, 1653. Amsterdam Museum, inv. no. SA 7329.

of its carefully worked composition and color harmony. In the Trippenhuis, it served as proof of
Van der Helst’s merits in composition for a long time. The four governors sit around a table that
is covered with a Turkish carpet and are occupied with viewing the art treasures (nowadays still
partly present, see figs. 4, 8, 9) of the civic guard hall. To the left, one of the governors lifts the
lid of a golden chalice. According to his portrait by [Jan] de Bray that adorned the Historische
Tentoonstelling in Amsterdam, this is Vondel’s friend Dr. Joan Blaeu, who had been an alderman
since 1651 and was a famous printer whose beautiful and precise atlases have secured his fame
until this day.32 Behind the table, Albert Dirksz, the brewer’s son from De Zwaan who became
burgomaster in 1654, shows the chain that used to adorn the shooting kings in earlier times.
Meanwhile we see their ebony wood staff, which had not yet lost its gilded parrot, in the hand of
the governor, whose seat on the back shows an image of Sebastian, pierced with arrows. Based on
its similarity to his portrait in the civic guard piece by Johannes Spilberg (no. 104 of the city, now
in the hall of non-Dutch art in the Rijksmuseum) (fig. 10),33 we see in this figure the alderman
and civic guard captain Jan van de Poll. The fourth of the gentlemen is therefore Frans Banning
Cocq, with his gloves and the same hand gesture that Rembrandt immortalized. However, the
color of his hair suggests that he liked to have himself painted in more than one way and with
multiple meanings.

Fig. 8 Anonymous, Staff of
the St. Sebastian or Longbow
(Handboog) Civic Guards,
ca. 1510–30. Amsterdam
Museum, inv. no. KA 13960.
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Fig. 9 Anonymous, Chain of
the St. Sebastian or Longbow
(Handboog) Civic Guards,
ca. 1510–30. Amsterdam
Museum, inv. no. KA 13961.
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Fig. 10 Johannes Spilberg, The Company of Captain Jan van de Poll and Lieutenant Gijsbert van de Poll, 1650.
Amsterdam Museum, inv. no. SA 7406.

19

In the background, we see a rack on which cups, mugs, and bowls are displayed, with silver
spoons hanging below. The large drinking horn of the civic guard guild is carried in by a woman.34
Had the portrait been painted twelve years later, we would have seen the widow of Jacob van der
Helst35 in that woman, who, according to Bontemantel, had such a “great trade” as keeper in the
civic guard hall that a room had to be added. After her, the civic guard hall was named the “Van
der Helstdoelen,” which has occasioned the nonsense that our Bartholomeus had been keeper of
the civic guard hall. Van Dyk already contradicted this delusion in his Beschrijving der Schilderijen (1758), but he did this on peculiar grounds. First he argued that Christoffel Pook was keeper
[kastelein] from 1644 until 1658, which is true, but for the Crossbow Civic Guard Hall. Secondly,
he argued that one of the four persons in the painting, sitting at the table with his head covered,
is in fact the painter himself, to whom the three governors show the civic guards’ insignia. The
proof, he says, is in the painting itself; on the large slate that leans again the table appear four
names: Pater, Blauw, Van de Pol, B. van der Helst.

20

This is still true today: we see only three names in the painting, apart from the painter’s name.
That of Banning Cocq is not there. The assertion that this burgomaster [Banning Cocq] and not
Van der Helst was the fourth of the depicted gentlemen appears in Commelin’s Beschrijving van
Amsterdam (p. 664)36 and in the list by Schaep. Why then is his name not on the slate? One could
answer that the slate, as is clearly visible, has been overpainted and sloppily so. One can make out
the following names: D. Pater, H. van Poll, and P. Blauw. Under the latter name, A. D. De Vries
believed he could distinguish the faint letters d. Iohan.

21

It seems clear as well that the signature of Van der Helst has been reapplied on the painting. This
also deprives all value from the year 1657 that presently appears on the painting. When Schaep
wrote his description in 1653, room had already been made for this portrait, as I mentioned
above, and there is no probability that they would have waited four years to have it painted.
Furthermore Banning Cocq passed away on January 1, 1655. This painting was therefore painted
in 1653, the date that is also mentioned by Van Dyk on p. 39 (on p. 40 he notes 1658, but this is
surely a typographical error).37

22

This year, 1653, also appears in a small copy (0.50 x 0.67) by our painter, a repetition that is
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owned by the Louvre, Paris.38 Its provenance is the family De Graef van Polsbroek, and because
they were heirs of Banning Cocq, this little painting was probably commissioned from Van der
Helst by the latter for his private collection.39 It later became part of the cabinet of Gerrit Braamcamp and, with the sale of this collection in 1771, it came into the hands of P. Locquet for f730.
From his collection it was later sold for f1800. Later, it was worth 10,000 livres. That this work is
a faithful copy of the large one is proven by the drawing in the aforementioned album of Banning
Cocq in which this civic guard portrait is also copied.40 From the latter, it appears that more alterations have occurred. The young men with bows in the right corner of the painting and behind
whom the shooting range is visible (indicated by bullet traps and trees) number only three in the
Louvre piece. But, it is also remarkable that in the Parisian painting, except for the painter’s signature, there are only three names on the slate and the first names differ from those of the governors.
In Amsterdam, one reads D. Pater, H. van Poll, P. Blau, while in Paris, P. Blau, B. van Pol, D. Pater.
This inspired A. D. de Vries to suggest that perhaps the names on the slate are not those of the
depicted governors, but those of the three (in Amsterdam only two remain) young men carrying
bows and arrows; these could have been sons of the governors. They are presented here as having
held a contest, which is also suggested by the points that are noted on the slate. There is much to
recommend in this idea.41 One of the sons of Blaeu was called Pieter and Van de Poll had a son
who was called Herman. If Albert Dircksz Pater had a son, it is not improbable that he carried the
name of his grandfather and Banning Cocq had no children.
23

If this assumption is correct and the first letters in Amsterdam are therefore right, it is still no less
true that a part of the painting, including that in which the slate is depicted, has been overpainted
and that the small figures on the background were originally three in number.

24

This portrait (fig. 7) has had a somewhat different life cycle than the other civic guard pieces. In
Van Dyk’s time it was not yet at the city hall, but still served as a chimneypiece in the Longbow
Civic Guard Hall, or as they called it then the “Garnalendoelen.” However in 1775, it had been
transferred to the art room in the city hall, according to a note by Ploos van Amstel on a drawing
after the painting that he bought in 1754 from the cabinet of Burgomaster Ter Smitten.42 Later it
enjoyed the honor of being deemed worthy to move to the Rijksmuseum of the Trippenhuis with
the Nightwatch and the Civic Guards Meal.

25

Two other governors portraits by Van der Helst moved to the Prinsenhof,43 however, and they still
adorn the burgomaster’s room there as they used to do in the treasury on the Dam (figs.11, 12).
These works deserve greater recognition and fame because they are some of the most beautiful
works produced in an era already famous for beautiful art. The works have not been discussed
a great deal in art history either. The only descriptions of them known to me are given by Dr.
Scheltema in his Aemstel’s Oudheid I, 17044 and in his Historische Beschrijving der Schilderijen van
het Raadhuis, nos. 38 and 39.45 And there, for the latter work (fig. 12), he gives some details that
are not correct.46 It is here again that Van Dyk leads down the wrong track anyone who does not
approach his work with the utmost caution. In his zeal to bring to the stage the keeper of the civic
guard hall (the brother of Van der Helst), he represents him as the man who serves the gentlemen
at their meal of oysters. Because of that, he places the work in the Longbow Civic Guard Hall,
although he also mentions him as the successor of Pook, who is present in the other portrait. If
true, this would point us towards the Crossbow Civic Guard Hall.
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Fig. 11 Bartholomeus van der Helst, The Governors of the Harquebusiers
[Kloveniers] Civic Guards, 1655. Amsterdam Museum, inv. no. SA 2101.

26

Fig. 12 Bartholomeus van der Helst, The Four Governors of the
Crossbow (Voetboog) Civic Guards, 1656. Amsterdam Museum, inv.
no. SA 7330.

This notion was adopted by Scheltema, but incorrectly. The portrait comes from the Harquebusiers Civic Guard Hall. If we consult the old city descriptions we see that, out of the four governors
pieces, there were two in the Harquebusiers Civic Guard Hall, one in the Crossbow Civic Guard
Hall and also only one in the Longbow Civic Guard Hall. We have already discussed the work in
the Longbow Civic Guard Hall (fig. 7). We will explore the work in the Crossbow Civic Guard
Hall below (fig. 12).47 Both can be identified by the depictions of their respective drinking horns.
Of the portraits in the Harquebusiers Civic Guard Hall, the earliest one, which used to be in the
great hall, is by Flinck, now located in the new [Rijks]museum) (fig. 6, for the drinking horn in
the painting, see fig. 13). The latest, commissioned by later governors, according to Domselaer
(4th book p. 211),48 was above the chimney of the governors’ room below the hall (fig. 11). He
mentions neither painter nor year. Van Dyk, however, offering no reasonable support, placed no.
39 (in the city’s current numbering scheme) in the Longbow Civic Guard Hall (while there is no
evidence that a second governors group was present there).

Fig. 13 Frederik Jans, Drinking Horn of the St. George or
Crossbow (Voetboog) Civic Guards, 1547. Amsterdam
Museum, inv. no. KA 13964.

27

We then are left to question where the latest portrait of the Harquebusiers had gone. Luckily,
Domselaer mentions the names of the gentlemen in the work. They are Cornelis Witsen, Roelof
Bicker, Gerrit Reijnst, and Simon van Hoorn. The first mentioned, the main character in the Civic
Guards Meal (fig. 1), we see in no. 3949 at the left hand side of the spectator. He speaks to a colleague with reddish hair, who is sitting opposite him on a chair with a red back. The supposition
that he bears the name Reijnst is not refuted by the portrait by Karel Dujardin, formerly in the
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Trippenhuis, presently in the new museum (no. 171, portrait hall).50 At the front of the table, one
of the gentlemen is seated on a stool with a red pillow with a glass of Rhine wine in his hand. Behind the table, another gentleman squeezes a lemon above his oyster. The friends seem to gather
cozily together, though less homey than to our standards, because they are all wearing broadbrimmed hats and cloaks. Reijnst even wears his sword on his side. The clothing is all black. The
painterly, brightly colored civic guard costumes are now a thing of the past. Behind the gentlemen
one sees the keeper of the civic guard hall, who comes in to put a pewter wine tankard on the
table, a woman with a new stock of oysters, and a young man. There is a dark background.51
28

The work is signed “Bartholomeus van der Helst 1655” on one of the legs of the chair on which
Witsen is seated. [Because of this], Mr. Scheltema has changed his opinion (Aemstel’s Oudheid, I,
170) that it was painted ten years after the portrait of 1656, according to his Historische Beschrijving der schilderijen.

29

The other work in the burgomaster’s room (no. 38, new numbering)(fig. 12)52 is signed “B. van
der. Helst. Fecit 1656.” The four gentlemen, introduced to us here, are the governors of the Crossbow Civic Guard Hall. In one of the folios that Schaep filled with all kinds of notes, and in which
the repeatedly quoted list also appears, I found the names of the governors in his entries for 1653.
They were Hendrik Dirksz Spiegel, Joris Backer, Jan Huydecoper, and Francois van der Meer. The
latter died in 1653, but the others can still have occupied the function in 1656, although whoever
replaced Van der Meer [in 1653] is unknown to me.53

30

Mr. C. Schöffer here, in Amsterdam, is in the possession of four small but delicately executed
portraits [on one sheet, 1827]. They are pencil drawings of four heads from seventeenth-century
civic guard or regent portraits. One of them is Banning Cocq, another Cornelis de Graeff, after
the work by Backer in the council hall. A third carries the inscription Huydecoper.54 The latter
is taken from the figure, who, holding gloves, sits on the right-hand side of our Crossbow Civic
Guard Hall piece (fig. 12). He is the art-loving burgomaster whom we shall meet again later in a
large piece by Flinck. Next to him we recognize, from the portrait engraved by [Pieter] Holsteyn,
the lively head of the then fifty-eight-year-old Hendrik Dirksz Spieghel, who is reading a letter to
the others. Behind him there is a servant with the famous silver drinking horn of the Crossbow
Civic Guard, with St. George (fig. 14).55 All are dressed in black. Seated to the left, the governor,

Fig. 14 Frederik Jans, Drinking Horn of the St. George or
Crossbow (Voetboog) Civic Guards, 1566. Amsterdam
Museum, inv. no. KA 13965.
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a person with an unpleasant appearance, has a sword on his side and wears sleeves split from the
wrist to the shoulders that show the white undergarment. A person places a pewter ink bottle
on the table, which is covered by a green carpet with gold fringe. On that ink bottle one reads
the name “C. Pook.” Indeed the last keeper of the Crossbow Civic Guard Hall was called Stoffel
(Christoffel) Pook according to Bontemantel’s papers.56 Thus Van Dyk (p. 96) was right this time
when he found the name of the keeper here. But, he forgot that if Jacob van der Helst had been
Pook’s successor, as he says later, the latter should also have been working in the Crossbow Civic
Guard Hall. According to the nameplate, Pook also appears in the Civic Guards Meal -- his name
can be found on a pewter tankard.
31

Of the life circumstances and family relations of Van der Helst, not much has been known until
now. From fifty notes in baptismal books, marriage registers, and notary protocols, partly collected by De Vries, partly kindly put at my disposal by Mr. De Roever and Mr. Bredius, I have been
able to reconstruct the genealogy of more than one family Van der Helst or Van der Elst (that
spelling frequently occurs interchangeably). However, I have not been able to ascertain if these
families had a family connection to the painter.

32

That Van der Helst was born in 1611 or 1612 in Haarlem is apparent from the entry in the marital
register. But, since no note of his baptism in Haarlem has been found in the register few facts
can be known with certainty about his parents.57 We can be sure, however, that he was not the
son of the Dordrecht-born Severyn van der Helst, who settled in Haarlem and was mentioned
as his father in Aemstel’s Oudheid (I, 164).58 According to his own testament, his father was
called Lodewijk. I deem it probable that he descends from Carel Lodewijksz van der Helst,59 who
appears as a merchant in Amsterdam in 1596 and who was a burgher there in 1605 and a wine
buyer in the St. Jansstraat, where the gable stone of his house read Danswyck (the old Dutch name
of the city Danzig [Gdansk]). He signed an act that year with a Haarlem notary in which a certain
Gooswijn Bartelmeusz appears as an intermediary. He was an in-law of Jan de Haen, a merchant
from Aachen, but living in Utrecht. We involuntarily think of the children of these brothersin-law, when we find that Lodewijk van der Helst, who lived as a merchant in Haarlem in 1612,
assisted in 1625 at the marriage of his cousin Jacob de Haen from Haarlem to Jannetje Bosijns,
also from Haarlem, in the Wolvenstraat. We are all the more inclined to see in this Lodewijk a
Carel Lodewijk van der Helst, the father and the grandfather of our painter, because we also find
the name De Haen in the Du Pire family into which Bartholomeus married.

33

From 1613 to 1627 we find a Lodewijk van der Elst as an innkeeper in Amsterdam on the Heeremarkt (he had a rental debt there). If he was the father of the painter, then Bartholomeus would
have gone to Amsterdam from Haarlem as a very young child. It is then very natural that Van der
Helst was not influenced by Frans Hals, but was formed in the Amsterdam workshops.

34

We know with more certainty than the speculations concerning his father that his brother, also
called Lodewijk, was a silk manufacturer by profession. He was born in Haarlem in 1610, but
was living on the Lindengracht in Amsterdam when he married Catharina de la Quellerie from
Wesel in 1632 (her mother was called Jannetje Brebie). In 1655, he married Neeltje Finsom,
but he had children from his first marriage, one of whom was named Bartholomeus. When he
was baptized on January 29, 1637, Bartholomeus van der Helst and Guillam de Quellerie were
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witnesses. Lodewijk and his wife Catharina were likewise witnesses when the painter had his son
Bartholomeus baptized in the Nieuwe Kerk on April 3 of that year, the first offspring from his
marriage to Anna du Pire.
35

There is something romantic about the marriage of the young painter and the eighteen-year-old
orphan, who on April 16, 1636, signed her name “Anna du Pire” with a steady hand next to his in
the Amsterdam marriage register. She brought him into a family of good standing. Surely thanks
to this marriage, he joined the wedding party in 1650 at “huis te Manpad”60 of the Amsterdam
rector Jacobus Heiblocq and Maria de Lange (the stepdaughter of Hendrik Segers van der Camp,
who had [later] married Hester du Pire); his name appears in the “Hey-geschreeuw” that Job
van Meekeren chanted at that wedding.61 Later the wife and daughter of Van der Helst received a
small bequest from the sale of the Huis te Manpad that seems to have belonged to Hester du Pire.
Among the other heirs, the name of Hogendorp occurs and that of Guilielmo or Willem Sweers,
who, at the wedding of Van der Helst and Anna du Pire, was called her uncle and guardian. The
name of Hans, or Jan, Sweers, who also belonged to the Du Pire family, and whose widow is on
the list of regentesses of the Walloon orphanage likewise appears. This, together with the fact that
Van der Helst was buried in the Walloon church, points towards relations with the French parish.
This explains the commission of the first large piece by Van der Helst. I refer to the regents portrait of the Walloon orphanage of 1637 that (as is demonstrated by Dr. Jan Six esq. in the important monograph in which he gave Claes Elias his deserved place62) with high probability introduces
him as the teacher of Van der Helst.

36

At least six children were born from Van der Helst’s marriage: the already mentioned Bartholomeus; Susanna, baptized December 21, 1638; Aaltje, baptized November 29, 1640; Lodewijk,
baptized February 2, 1642, yet died young; a second Lodewijk, who was thirty-two years old in
1677, and finally Johannes, baptized August 1, 1647. In 1644 and in 1648 children were buried
from Van der Helst’s house in the Zuiderkerk. But many more times the joys of parenthood must
have been disturbed, because only two children reached adulthood, Susanna and Lodewijk. The
former was betrothed on February 13, 1660, to Pieter de la Croix, a broker, son of Jacob de la
Croix from the Bloemstraat. She died as a widow in 1703. At the time of her marriage her parents
lived in the Doelenstraat. We already saw that they lived on the Nieuwmarkt before and after that
time. After 1663 they again moved to the “Kleuveniers-doelenstraet” and, because Anna also lived
there at the time of her marriage, I suspect that she owned a house there. However, she probably
did not die there, because in 1676 and 1677 she lived on the then new Herengracht, between the
Reguliersgracht and the Vijzelstraat. She lived with her son Lodewijk, who, on January 2 of the
latter year, was betrothed to Geertruyd de Haes from Cologne, living in the Nes, who was eight
years younger than he. It has not become clear to me if this marriage was blessed with children.63

37

From the testaments that the widow made in 1671 and 1676, it seems that her circumstances were
less than ample. Their cause appears in the inventory of her estate made in 1680 and published by
Mr. Bredius in the Catalogus van ‘t Museum Kunstliefde te Utrecht.64 They resulted from the great
[financial] support she gave Susanna and her husband.

38

Concerning Lodewijk, he chose the career of his father, and thus Van der Helst resembled Rembrandt, who also had a son who handled the brush. Neither son was able to match the fame of the
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father. Lodewijk van der Helst, however, was more successful than Titus van Rhijn. Not without
merit, at least, is the portrait, nowadays in the office of the city’s tax collector, that Lodewijk
painted in 1670 of Antonie Verbeeck,65 the carillonneur of the Oude Kerk, who
with foot and fingers
knows to interlace sounds
(and) numbs with the sound of bells
The purest church chorals
Plays with bells as cymbals…66
39

I mention this portrait (fig. 15), although it is no civic guard piece, not because I want to conclude with a verse by Vondel, but because it is still attributed to Bartholomeus van der Helst in
Scheltema’s Beschrijving der Schilderijen van de Stad (no. 42), although it is clearly signed “L. v.d.
Helst” and was already attributed to Lodewijk in the catalogue of the Historische Tentoonstelling in
Amsterdam (no. 3225).

Fig. 15 Lodewijk van der Helst, Portrait of Michiel Servaesz.
Nouts, 1670. Amsterdam Museum, inv. no. SA 2998.
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For the most recent information on Van der Helst’s paintings and for biographical facts, see
Judith van Gent, Bartholomeus van der Helst (ca. 1613–1670): Een studie naar zijn leven en werk
(Zwolle: Waanders, 2011).
2
[Meijer’s note: Voor-reden tot de Afbeeldinghe van “de Maeltijt” shown with living actors in the
Paleis voor Volksvlijt, at the opening of the new (Rijks)museum July 13, 1885.] J. A. Alberdingk
Thijm, Voor-reden tot de afbeeldinghe van de maeltijt gehouden door een corporaelschap van het
blauwe vendel van het Amsterdamsche Schuttersgild en aen-gherecht op de boven-zaele van St. Joris
Doelen, ter viering van de eeuwige vrede, ghelijck die gheschildert is door Barth. vander Helst (Amsterdam, 1885).
3
[Meijer’s note: Born 1618, married 1636, widowed 1670, deceased 1679. The correct details of the
life of Van der Helst were first published in the catalogue of the museum Kunstliefde in Utrecht
by Mr. A. D de Vries Az. and A. Bredius.] See Abraham Bredius, Adrianus Daniël de Vries, and
Samuel Muller, Catalogus der schilderijen in het Museum Kunstliefde te Utrecht (Utrecht, 1885).
4
The year 1878 must be a typo. The Historical Exhibition in Amsterdam was held in 1876.
5
Beschrijving der schilderijen van het Rijksmuseum te Amsterdam, met historische aanteekeningen
en facsimile’s der naamteekens (Amsterdam: Rijksmuseum, 1880).
6
Op d’afbeelding van Mejuffer Konstancy Reinst, Door vander Helst geschildert: aan den zelfde
1

Op Duitsch Apelles, op, verschijn met puik van verve’:
Want Reinst verwacht u om te leeven op ‘t panneel.
Een geestig ommetrek vereist een wis penseel.
Natuur vertoont in haar vrou Venus en Minerve.
Zoo ziet men glans en geest, dat zelde beurt, gepaart.
Hoe! is dit leeven? neen: want Reinst, heel braaf van aart,
Vertoont zich hier van verf. ô loffelijk vermoogen!
Wie ‘t oog door verf bedriegt heeft eerelijk bedroogen.
On the portrait of Miss Konstancy Reinst, painted by Van der Helst: to the same
Come on German Apelles, come on, appear with your best paint:
Because Reinst expects you to live on the panel,
A witty outline demands a sure brush
Nature shows itself in her woman Venus and Minerva.
Thus one sees luster and spirit, which happens rarely, together
How! Is this alive? No, because Reinst, very brave by nature
Shows herself here in paint; oh [that] laudable ability
That which deceives the eye with paint, has deceived honestly]
[Meijer’s note: Aemstel’s Oudheid, I, 161.] Pieter Scheltema, “Redevoering over het leven en de
werken van den kunstschilder Bartholomeus van der Helst,” Aemstel’s Oudheid 1 (1855): 161–87;
the part about Catharina Reinst is on pp. 166–67.
8
Scheltema, “Redevoering over het leven,” 165–66. The innkeeper of the Longbow Civic Guard
Hall, Jacob van der Helst, was not related to Bartholomeus van der Helst.
7
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[Meijer’s note: The year is presently hidden under the frame. It is mentioned as 1639 by Van
Dyk, Beschrijving der schilderijen op ’t Stadhuis and by Scheltema in his catalogue.] Jan van Dyk,
Kunst en Historiekundige beschryving en aanmerkingen over alle de schilderyen op het Stadhuis te
Amsterdam (Amsterdam: Yver, 1758), 23; Pieter Scheltema, Historische beschrijving der schilderijen van het stadhuis te Amsterdam (Amsterdam: Stadsdrukkerij, 1879), 37. Scheltema gives 1643,
the date on the separate nameplate that used to be kept with the painting. The list by Schaep also
notes 1643, which was printed erroneously as 1634 in Pieter Scheltema, “De schilderen in de drie
doelen te Amsterdam, beschreven door G. Schaep, 1653,” Aemstel’s Oudheid 7 (1885): 136.
10
As we now know, since Van der Helst was born in 1613, he was in fact twenty-six.
11
[Meijer’s note: At the time of his marriage in 1636 Van der Helst lived on the “Oostermarkt”(=Nieuwmarkt). The proof that he lived there also in or just before 1648 was found by Mr.
Bredius in an amusing document of that year, in the papers of the notary P. Velsen. Cornelia
Willems, maid of Van der Elst, painter on the Nieuwmarkt, declared in it that Annetje van der
Elst, the housewife, had wanted to evict her at night amidst much altercation. She had thrown a
mixing jug at her head and the manservant of Van der Elst had taken her by the arm and thrown
her out the door.
In 1647, according to the tax register, Van der Helst lived for f250 on the Walenpleintje
(a small square in front of the Walloon church in Amsterdam, of which Van der Helst was a
member) on the side of the Hoogstraat. He therefore had moved shortly before or shortly after
the scene with Keetje (Cornelia) Willems. His testament of 1638 was made in the home of Jan van
der Pijlen in the Korte Koningstraat, also near the Nieuwmarkt. In 1663, he rented for f650 the
house “het hekje” on the Nieuwmarkt, between the Kloveniersburgwal and the Antoniebreestraat,
which was property of the city. When the treasurers shortly thereafter decided to sell the house,
he settled in the Nieuwe Doelenstraat, where he died in 1670.] See Van Gent, Bartholomeus van
der Helst, for a modern biography of the painter (pp. 22-35).
12
Andries and Cornelis Bicker played an important role in foiling the attack by Prince William II
on Amsterdam in 1650.
13
[Meijer’s note: See my Wandeling door de zalen der Historische Tentoonstelling van Amsterdam.
The portrait nowadays is in the home of Mr. J. D. Waller.] Both portraits are still in a Dutch
private collection. See Van Gent, Bartholomeus van der Helst, and D. C. Meijer, Wandeling door de
zalen der Historische Tentoonstelling van Amsterdam (Amsterdam: J. M. E. & G. H. Meijer, 1876),
100.
14
[Meijer’s note: His brother Cornelis is the lieutenant in The Meagre Company by Frans Hals and
Pieter Codde (today in the Rijksmuseum). Their sister Aeltje married Burgomaster Gerbrand
Pancras in 1613.]
15
[1]Meijer quotes extensively from Vondel’s poems Op d’afbeeldinge van den E. heere Gerardus
Hulft, Geschildert door G. Flinck, toen hy stont op zyn vertreck naer Oost-Indien (1654) and Op den
Ed. H.r Gerard Hulft (1656). Vondel also wrote Op het Vertrek Van den E. Heere Geeraart Hulft,
Directeur generaal in de Oost-Indiën (1654), commemorating Hulft’s departure for the East Indies,
and Op den Tafelkrans Voor den Heer Geeraert Hulft, Directeur generael in de Oostindien, Konstig
van parlemoêr in een toetsteene tafel door Ryswyck gevlochten (1654), on a present given to Hulft.
Finally Vondel wrote a poem on a portrait of himself, that he apparently sent to Hulft, Aan myne
afbeeldinge, door Govaart Flink geschildert. toenze den heer directeur generaal Geraart Hulft in
Oost-Indien toegezonden werd (1655). Flinck’s portrait of Hulft is in the Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam (see fig. 3). See Joost van den Vondel, “Op d’afbeeldinge van den E. heere Gerardus Hulft,
9
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Geschildert door G. Flinck, toen hy stont op zyn vertreck naer Oost-Indien,” (1654) DBNL; Joost
van den Vondel, “Op den Ed. H.r Gerard Hulft,” (1656) DBNL; Joost van den Vondel, “Op het
Vertrek Van den E. Heere Geeraart Hulft, Directeur generaal in de Oost-Indiën,” (1654) DBNL;
Joost van den Vondel, “Op den Tafelkrans Voor den Heer Geeraert Hulft, Directeur generael in de
Oostindien,” (1654) DBNL; Joost van den Vondel, “Aen myne Afbeeldinge, door Govaert Flinck
geschildert; Toenze den Heere Directeur Generael Geeraert Huift in Oostindien toegezonden
wiert,” (1655) DBNL.
16
[Meijer’s note: The other sergeant is called Dirk de Lange; he succeeded Blauw when he became
the captain of the company in 1647, in Bicker’s place.] Van Gent, in contrast to Meijer, identifies
the sergeant to the left as De Lange and the one to the right as Rendorp. See Van Gent, Bartholomeus van der Helst, 152-155.
17
[Meijer’s note: He is not a young Bicker. Roelof ’s only son was born in 1643.] Van Gent suggests
it is Cornelis Wilkens the younger son of one of the depicted officers. See Van Gent, Bartholomeus
van der Helst, pp. 152-155.
18
[Meijer’s note: There is also a boy depicted in Johannes Spilberg’s civic guard portrait (see fig.
6) (from the family Van de Poll) but not as prominently positioned as in Van der Helst’s portrait.
As communicated to me by a qualified source, the Düsseldorf painter Andreas Achenbach owns
a civic guard piece – yet not with life-size figures nor painted for the civic guard halls. In this portrait, Burgomaster Cornelis de Graeff is depicted with two sons. A drawing after the painting by
Mr. H. J. Scholten with these boys (which came into the possession of Mr. de Graeff van Polsbroek
esq. in The Hague at the sale in 1877) was described less correctly in the catalogue as “l’incorporation dans la garde civique.” This piece, formerly attributed to Van der Helst, has now been
reattributed to Gerard Lundens by qualified connoisseurs. This is a variation on the large painting
by Adriaen Backer, 1642, nowadays still in the council hall in the Amsterdam city hall (no. 8).]
19
Van Dyk, Kunst en Historiekundige, 24; Scheltema, Historische beschrijving, 40.
20
[Meijer’s note: The civic guard portrait with Roelof Bicker and his friends was, just like Rembrandt’s Nightwatch, painted for the large hall of the harquebusiers. It adorned one of the short
sides: the north wall above the chimney “near the entrance.”]
21
[Meijer’s note: Many of the names on the plate of the Civic Guards Meal can be found in the tax
register of 1647/49. Calaber lived on the Rokin near the Schapenplein, Oyens on the other canal
of the Rokin, Hartog on the “Wester voorburgwal.” Dommer and Sparwer were neighbors on the
Rokin at the Duifjessteeg: the house of the latter had an entrance on both the Kalverstraat as the
Rokin. After the death of sergeant Dirk Claesz Thoveling one finds his daughter with her husband, Balthasar van Venne, still in the house on the Achterburgwal (today Spuistraat). The fact
that Gerrit Pietersz van Astenraet lived on the Rokin with his son Andries, when the latter married Anna van de Kerckhove from the Barndesteeg in 1647, aged twenty-two, was already known
from the marriage register. The painter Paulus Hennekyn lived in the Kalverstraat according to
the notes in this journal (III, 149).] A. D. de Vries, “Biografische aantekeningen,” Oud Holland 3
(1885): 135–60. Christoffel Poock was the civic guard hall’s keeper (castelein).
22
Currently one of the branches of the Library of the University of Amsterdam occupies the space,
where a new building was erected after the church was demolished.
23
[Meijer’s note: Belonging to the family De Bas, who in their family coat-of-arms derived the
lamb from it.]
24
[Meijer’s note: Born 1605 or 1606. Doctor of law. Married in1634, to Catharina Opsy. 1636
alderman, 1643 council, 1650 colonel of the civic guards, 1653 burgomaster, 1654 member of the
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Admiralty, 1656 envoy to England, 1658 again burgomaster, 1659 treasurer, 1662 again burgomaster, 1664 member of the States-General, 1667 burgomaster for the fourth time, and finally,
in that same year sheriff. In 1661, he built a beautiful house on the Keizersgracht opposite the
theater. When he was captain of district 17 he still lived on the Singel at the Kruissteeg, nowadays
Schoorsteenvegersteeg. He died on March 12, 1669. A beautiful medal with his bust in classical
costume and that of his wife “C. Optia” was coined after his death. In some examples, the reverse
has Witsen’s coat of arms instead of his wife’s bust. Candide et cordate was his motto, and from
that we know he was really a man of his word and of courageous deeds. The ironic expression that
plays around his mouth in the portraits that van der Helst made of him, however, does not signify
a loveable nature; instead it marks the magistrate who answered a burgher who invoked his city
privileges, “Tut, tut, what privileges! The burghers of Amsterdam have long since lost their privileges.” (Wachtpraetje, tusschen een sarjant, adelborst, en schutter, 1672) Wachtpraetje, Tusschen een
Sarjant, Adelborst, en Schutter, Gehouden over de oude Voor-rechten der Amsterdamse Burgers, in
der selver Wachthuys aen de Uytrechtse Poort (Amsterdam, 1672).
Vondel and Vos praised him in their verses, but among art historians he is not held in high
esteem, since he was the merciless creditor of Rembrandt. One of his contemporaries (Bontemantel) also does not acquit him of miserliness. (Bontemantel’s notes were published by Kernkamp
-- Hans Bontemantel, De regeeringe van Amsterdam, soo in ‘t civiel als crimineel en militaire
(1653–1672), edited by G. W. Kernkamp [The Hague: Nijhof, 1897] -- and since Meijer does not
give page numbers it is not quite clear which statement by Bontemantel he means.) One of his
sons, Burgomaster Nicolaas Witsen, acquired great fame through his merits as a statesman and
scholar and through his friendly relations with Czar Peter the Great.]
25
Today housing the Scheepvaartmuseum.
26
[Meijer’s note: Alberdingk Thijm] Alberdingk Thijm, Voor-reden tot de afbeeldinghe (see note 2
above).
27
One of the four: Amsterdam Museum, inv. no. KA 13972.
28
[Meijer’s note: according to the notes of Bontemantel (manuscript in the archives [published
by Kernkamp in 1897]) that position had become a pure sinecure shared among the [city] government officials. The governors had not much more to do than collect and impose the income
(mostly the lease of the keepers) or… to spend it, with banquets or portrayals (“The companies
are painted from the purses of the civic guards: and the governors clearly from the general
means.”) Banning Cocq, whose honest heart resisted this, had already proposed that the position
would rotate; but after his death that was forgotten. In 1672, as a result of monetary need, Coenraad van Beuningen pushed the decision to allow the position of governor to become extinct, thus
letting the city accrue income from the civic guard halls.]
29
Scheltema, Historische beschrijving, 31.
30
See the translation of this document in JHNA 5, no. 1 (Winter 2013).
31
Scheltema, Historische beschrijving, 41; Jan Six and W. Del Court, “De Amsterdamsche Schutterstukken,” Oud Holland 21 (1903): 66–76. Egerton Manuscript, Arms, in colors, of the Masters
of the Hand-bow Company of Amsterdam, 1477–1659;-Portraits and arms of members of the same
Company, for the same period, large oblong quarto, British Library, Bibl. Eg. 983. The Egerton
manuscript will be published, in full, in the upcoming issue of Jaarboek Amstelodamum, due to
appear in April 2014.
32
Today the identification of the sitters in the portrait has changed: Jan de Bray, Portrait of Abraham Casteleyn and His Wife Margarieta van Bancken, 1663. Rijksmuseum Amsterdam, inv. no.
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SK-A-3280.
33
MS Egerton 983, fol. 46; Scheltema, Historische beschrijving, 104; Six and Del Court, “De Amsterdamsche Schutterstukken,” 71–76.
34
The drinking horn is kept in the Amsterdam Museum, inv. no. KA 13966.
35
[Meijer’s note: Van Dyk and, following him, Wagenaar call [Jacob] the brother of the painter.
That does not appear in the notes of the baptismal and marriage registers but neither does the
opposite [that they were not brothers]. Jacob van der Helst was appointed keeper of the Handboogdoelen on 31 January 1664, according to the Groot Memoriaal V, 126 (SAA 5023, Archief van
de Burgemeesters: Groot-memoriaal, no. 5: 1659 augustus 16–1669 augustus 29, f. 126), succeeding
Jan Adriaansz Keyser, after whom, according to Dapper, in 1663 this civic guard hall was still
called “Keysers-doelen.” (Olfert Dapper, Historische beschrijvinge der stadt Amsterdam [Amsterdam, 1663], 48.)
Shortly before June 1665 Jacob van der Helst passed away and his widow Geesjen Halter
“with unanimous vote” was appointed in his place. Later the position was held by their son Samuel, who when his father died, was only thirteen years old. The mother still lived in 1678 when
Samuel married Machtelt Scholten, a niece of Daniel Elsevier. Samuel, although already sickly
shortly before his marriage, lived until 1696. In 1684 and 1686 his children were buried. According to Van Dyk, the Amsterdam preacher Hugo van der Helst, from whom portraits in mezzotint
by Verkolje are known, was a son of the keeper of the civic guard hall. This is not impossible,
because he became a preacher in 1682 and the marriage, in 1675 of Cecilia van der Elst, living on
the Singel, for whom (her brother?) Samuel served as a witness, and in whom I suppose seeing a
daughter of Jacob, to Dr. Nicolaus Vedelius, a preacher in the French church in Heusden, proves
that there was no opposition to the clerical rank in the family of the civic guard hall keeper.] The
woman is Catharina de Wolf. Van Gent, Bartholomeus van der Helst, pp. 232-235.
36
Caspar Commelin, Beschryvinge van Amsterdam (Amsterdam, 1665).
37
Van Dyk, Kunst en Historiekundige, 39–40.
38
http://cartelfr.louvre.fr/cartelfr/visite?srv=car_not_frame&idNotice=25662&langue=fr
39
Musée du Louvre, inv. no. 1332. It is now generally attributed to Lundens (though the Louvre
still lists it as Van der Helst); see Egbert Haverkamp-Begemann, Rembrandt: The Nightwatch
(Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1982), 25–26.
40
[Meijer’s note: In this drawing there are no names, yet the names of the governors and the year
1653 are mentioned in the caption.]
41
[Meijer’s note: To elucidate the difference between the first names of Van de Poll in the paintings in Amsterdam and Paris, one has to resort to the presumption that Van der Helst in painting
the latter has made a small error. That is because a young man with a first name that starts with a
B does not exist in the genealogy of the Van de Poll family, and the work in Paris is preserved too
well to be able to assume that that letter has been applied on it by overpainting.]
42
[Meijer’s note: On this sheet, signed baert van der helst f, which was sold in 1878 in Amsterdam
for f150, there were also three archers in the background.]
43
The new location of city hall when the city hall on Dam Square became the Royal Palace in
1808.
44
Scheltema, “Redevoering over het leven,”, 161–87.
45
Scheltema, Historische beschrijving, 38–39.
46
Van Dyk, Kunst en Historiekundige, 44; Scheltema, Historische beschrijving, 39.
47
Van Dyk, Kunst en Historiekundige, 43; Scheltema, Historische beschrijving, 38.
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Tobias van Domselaer, Beschryvinge van Amsterdam: haar eerste oorspronk uyt den huyze der
heeren van Aemstel en Aemstellant: met een verhaal van haar leven en dappere krijgsdaden (Amsterdam, 1665).
49
[Meijer’s note: Also Mr. J. F. Gebhard Jr. came already to the conclusion that the painting must
be the youngest governor’s piece of the Harquebusier Civic Guard Hall in his Leven van Nic.
Witsen (Vol. II, p. 3)]. J. F. Gebhard Jr., Het leven van Mr. Nicolaas Cornelisz. Witsen (1641–1717)
(Utrecht, 1881–82).
50
Meijer is probably referring to Karel Dujardin, Portrait of Joan Reynst, ca. 1670–75, Rijksmuseum Amsterdam, inv. no. SK-A-191, erroneously identifying the portrayed man as Gerard Reynst,
father of Joan. Van Gent, Bartholomeus van der Helst (pp. 247-248), identifies the man with the
reddish hair as Simon van Hoorn, and the man in front of the table as Gerard Reijnst.
51
It was perhaps dark in 1887, but not anymore. Especially after the recent restoration by Annetje
Boersma, it is indeed rather bright.
52
Van Dyk, Kunst en Historiekundige, 43 ; Scheltema, Historische beschrijving, 38.
53
Van Gent, Bartholomeus van der Helst, pp. 259-260, identifies the man on the right as Joan
Huydecoper, to the left of him, Hendrick Dircksz Spiegel. Next to him, Joris Backer. According to
Van Gent, the youngest governor is Frans Reael or Gerard Hasselaer. They were both governor in
1663, but it is not clear which of them became a governor first.
54
Albertus Brondgeest (1786–1849), Portraits of Four Seventeenth-century Amsterdam Burgomasters (after Rembrandt, Bartholomeus van der Helst, Claes Pietersz Lastman, Jacob Backer), 1827.
Amsterdam Museum, inv. no. TA 12521.
55
Attributed to Frederik Jans, Drinking Horn of the St. George or Longbow Civic Guards, 1566.
Amsterdam Museum, inv. no. KA 13965 (fig. 9).
56
Wachtpraetje, Tusschen een Sarjant, Adelborst, en Schutter, Gehouden over de oude Voor-rechten
der Amsterdamse Burgers, in der selver Wachthuys aen de Uytrechtse Poort (Amsterdam, 1672);
Hans Bontemantel, De regeeringe van Amsterdam soo in ‘t civiel als crimineel en militaire (1653–
1672) ontworpen, edited by G. W. Kernkamp (The Hague: Nijhof, 1897.
57
Van Gent, Bartholomeus van der Helst, p. 24: Born ca. 1613, Parents: Lodewijk Lowijs van der
Helst (ca. 1578–ca. 1638) and (marriage ca. 1608) Aeltgen Bartels (d. 1636).
58
Scheltema, “Redevoering over het leven,” 161–87.
59
He was Bartholomeus’s uncle. Van Gent, Bartholomeus van der Helst, p. 414.
60
A manor in Heemstede, south of Haarlem.
61
Jacobus Heyblocq, Farrago Latino-Belgica, of Mengelmoes van Latijnsche en Duitsche gedichten
(Amsterdam, 1669), 259.
62
Jan Six, “Nicolaes Eliasz Pickenoy,” Oud Holland 4 (1886), 81–108.
63
Van Gent, Bartholomeus van der Helst, p. 414: They had two children.
64
Bredius, De Vries, and Muller, Catalogus der schilderijen in het Museum Kunstliefde te Utrecht.
65
It is in fact a portrait of Michiel Nouts, who was carillonneur of the city hall on Dam Square, the
building depicted behind him.
66
Joost van den Vondel, Op het Klokmusyk t’Amsterdam (1661) DBNL: “met voet en vingeren/
Klancken weet dooreen te slingeren/ (En) verdooft met klokgeluit/ D’aller eêlste kerk koraelen/
Speelt met klocken, als cymbaelen.”
48
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